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About the Collection - now housed at the Indiana Geological Survey
• Approximately 26,000 photos representing the history of Indiana’s limestone industry

• 7.5 x 9.5 inch, black & white photos mounted on linen cloth

• Commissioned and compiled by limestone companies from the late 

1800s–1940 for marketing to architects, builders, & developers

• Detailed information contained on labels adhered to back of photograph

• Represents all contiguous 48 states & Canada

• Donated by Indiana Limestone Co. (whose offices are now located in 

Bloomington IN)



The collection  - as found by the 

Indiana Geological Survey (IGS) in an 

unconditioned, abandoned house in 

Oolitic Indiana

“Hidden” for decades - the 

black and white photos were stored 

in metal filing cabinets in the front 

room of the dilapidated house



- Photographs were taken of each open file 

drawer to document the “as found” 

condition. Contents were measured to 

estimate of the number of photos in the 

collection (originally estimated at  ~12,000).

- A few drawers holding leather 

albums (coated in mildew) 

contained additional photos.

Photos were packed tightly in 60 file drawers



September 2012 - Discovery of collection and initial evaluation to determine its quality and condition.

July 2013 - Photo collection and other historic materials in the house were relocated to the IGS. 

July 2014 - Funding from IU’s Office of the Vice Provost for Research to initiate processing of the collection 

July 2016–December 2016 - Funding from LSTA: images and data, representing 11 states added to ICO. 

- Films (still to be evaluated) 

were also moved to IGS



Significance of ILPC Project
• Provides preservation of and accessibility to a valuable hidden collection.

• Collection is set against historical backdrop of industrialization and growth of the U.S. from the 

early 19th century forward, illustrating  the historical & social context of building.

• Unique documentation of one type of building 

stone, native to a small area in one state, that has 

far-reaching relevance to American history.

• Highlights personal histories of individuals 

affiliated with building: Architects, Builders, 

Owners, and Community leaders.

Associated Disciplines
- American history

- American architecture

- Urban studies

- History of photography

- Historic preservation

- Labor history

- Industrial history

- History of geology



Determining Procedures for processing the collection

The establishment of tasks and procedures to process 

the photos developed over time as the collection was 

assessed and handled.



Processing the Photographs
1. Organize collection (by state)

The collection in its found 

condition, proved to be very 

loosely organized - likely due 

to decades of no maintenance. 

This process involved going through each storage box (approximately 500 photos per box) and 

laying out the photos to determine groupings, series of photos, and duplications.



2. Sort Photographs
- Inventory and sort according to the 4-digit ID number   

  found on attached labels

- Organize sequentially in folders identified with 4-digit 

  number

- Remove paper clips attaching (redundant) name tag to 

  each photo

- Record building title and location on folder

This process allows easy tracking and 

access to individual photos.



Sorting - In the case of multiple images of one building, which occurs commonly in this collection, each 4-digit number is 

followed by an underscore and a sequence number. 

PA2425: North Philadelphia Trust Co. 

building - 7 unique photos, 10 duplicates

PA4326: Princeton University buildings - 33 unique photos, 68 

duplicates



- Select highest quality image to be cleaned and digitized. Based on the overall condition 

of the photo, resolution, contrast, and legibility of image details.

- Scan at 600 dpi, 24-bit color, using an EPSON Perfection 

V750 Pro scanner; adjust scanner settings to assure digital 

equivalency.

- Place scanned photo in an acid-free, archival-quality sheet 

protector and return to folder in archival storage box.

3. Select Photo to be Scanned



- Brush front and back of photo with soft bristle brush 

to remove loose dirt and debris

- Wipe photo using lint-free cloth and 99% Isopropyl 

Alcohol to remove stubborn accretions and soot (use 

gloves and vented hood)

Procedure recommended by 

Doug Sanders, Paper Conservator,

E. Lingle Craig Preservation Laboratory

4. Clean Selected Photo



Metadata Fields (22+)
- ILCO ID number

- Title

- Subject

- City 

- Street Address 

- State

- Latitude, Longitude

- Architect

- Cut Stone Contractor

- General Contractor 

- Quarry

- Kind of Stone

- Quantity (cu. ft) 

                  and Finish

- Building Date

- Caption

- Description

- Duplicates

- Photographer/Studio

- Date of Photograph

- Negative Number

- Comments

- Printer Marks



5. Compile & Upload Metadata
- Labels attached to the back of each photo contain detailed information about the photograph.  

- The metadata from each scanned photograph and all the associated duplicates will be compiled into one entry per image.



Compilation of data from duplicates
There can be many duplicates of a photo, and the information 

contained on each photo label may vary. It is necessary to check 

each duplicate photo for any additional metadata that may not 

be on the photo chosen to be scanned. 

- Information can also 

be listed on the front 

of the photo. 

Date and negative # 

listed here.



Current Condition
The photos are safely contained in archival boxes in a 

controlled environment at the Indiana Geological Survey. 

The Indiana Limestone Photo Collection Project is currently unfunded. 

The IGS and IU Libraries are seeking additional funds to continue the 

preservation of this important and irreplaceable collection.



“The photos document an unbroken chain: 

from natural resource, to extractive industry, 

to artisanry, to construction technology, to 

urban design and development…

The collection shows more than just what the 

buildings look like. It exemplifies how our 

culture and economy forged itself in the era of 

urban transformation that touched the rural 

settlements of the Midwest as surely as it did 

the streets of Chicago and Manhattan.”

 −Eric Sandweiss, Professor, Carmony Chair of History, IU



Indiana State Library LSTA/IMLS Grant  
● Institute for Museum and Library Services / Library Services and Technology Act Grants administered by the Indiana State 

Library

● $15,158 to organize, sort, digitize, archive, and catalog a subset of the 26,000 photographs that feature buildings from 

Indiana and surrounding states

○ ~20 boxes / 9,602 photographs organized by state:

■ Arkansas, Iowa, Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, 

Virginia, West Virginia, and Wisconsin

■ 68% duplication

○ Just over 3,000 images digitized, cataloged and made available online

● 4,334 ILPC images on Image Collections Online:  http://go.iu.edu/16dx

http://www.in.gov/library/lsta.htm
http://www.in.gov/library/lsta.htm
http://www.in.gov/library/lsta.htm
http://go.iu.edu/16dx


http://www.dlib.indiana.edu/collections/images

http://www.dlib.indiana.edu/collections/images
http://www.dlib.indiana.edu/collections/images






Sharing: Indiana Memory and DPLA

ICO => IN Memory => DPLA



Sharing: Digital Pedagogy & Research on GitHub
https://github.com/iulibdcs/cushman_photos

http://miriamposner.com/blog/google-fusion-t

able-basics-with-ius-cushman-collection/

https://github.com/iulibdcs/cushman_photos
https://github.com/iulibdcs/cushman_photos
http://miriamposner.com/blog/google-fusion-table-basics-with-ius-cushman-collection/
http://miriamposner.com/blog/google-fusion-table-basics-with-ius-cushman-collection/
http://miriamposner.com/blog/google-fusion-table-basics-with-ius-cushman-collection/


Next Steps
● Check out the ILPC 

exhibition!

● Continue to pursue grant 

funding


